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ABSTRACT: G-Quadruplexes are secondary structures that can
form in guanine-rich DNA and RNA that have been implicated in
regulating multiple biological processes, including transcription. G-
Quadruplex-forming sequences are prevalent in promoter regions of
proto-oncogenes and DNA repair proteins. HELB is a human
helicase involved in DNA replication and repair with 12 runs of three
to four guanines in the proximal promoter. This sequence has the
potential to form three canonical three-tetrad G-quadruplexes. Our
results show that although all three G-quadruplexes can form, a
structure containing two noncanonical G-quadruplexes with longer
loops containing runs of three to four guanines is the most prevalent. These HELB G-quadruplexes are stable under physiological
conditions. In cells, stabilization of the G-quadruplexes results in a decrease in the level of HELB expression, suggesting that the G-
quadruplexes in the HELB promoter serve as transcriptional repressors.

G-Quadruplexes (G4DNA) are four-stranded structures
that can form in guanine-rich nucleic acid sequences with

the consensus motif G3N1−7G3N1−7G3N1−7G3.
1,2 Interactions

of four guanines through Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding form a
tetrad (Figure 1A). Stacking of multiple tetrads stabilized by
monovalent cations in the central channel forms the G4DNA
structure (Figure 1B). K+ and Na+ both stabilize G4DNA
structures by coordinating the O6 atoms lining the central
channel, although K+ results in G4DNA structures that are
more stable than those with Na+.1,3 The small radius of Li+

results in poor coordination of the O6 and minimal induction
of G4 folding.4 The stability of G4DNA sequences in vitro is
dependent on the number of tetrads and the length of the
intervening loops.2 Increasing the number of tetrads and
decreasing the loop length result in a more stable structure.
G4DNA sequences can also adopt several conformations. In a
parallel structure, each of the strands is oriented in the same
direction, whereas the orientation of each strand alternates in
antiparallel G4DNA. Hybrid structures contain a combination
of parallel and antiparallel strand orientations.
G4DNA has been visualized in cells using antibodies and

small molecules,5−8 and their locations in the genome have
been mapped using sequencing.9,10 These sequences are
associated with common breakpoints in the mitochondrial
genome11,12 and with DNA breakpoints in cancer.2 Putative
G4DNA sequences are not randomly distributed in the
genome. Instead, they are clustered in telomeres, rDNA,
mtDNA, splice sites, replication origins, and promoters.1,13−15

G4DNA sequences are enriched in the promoters of proto-
oncogenes and DNA repair genes relative to tumor suppressors
and housekeeping genes.16−18 This nonrandom distribution

suggests that G4DNA structures serve a functional role in the
genome. Due to the prevalence of G4DNA sequences in the
promoters of proto-oncogenes and their effect on gene
expression, G4DNA structures are potential therapeutic
targets.19−22

Expression of many proto-oncogenes such as c-MYC,23

VEGF,24 and KRAS25 is affected by the G4DNA in the
promoter. Two different quadruplexes can form in the nuclease
hypersensitive element NHE IIII upstream of the c-MYC P1
promoter, one of which controls 85−90% of the transcription
of the c-MYC gene.23 Expression of a reporter gene was shown
to be affected by G4DNA sequences from DNA repair gene
promoters when the G4DNA sequences were inserted
upstream of the transcription start site (TSS).18,26,27 However,
expression of a DNA repair gene has not been directly shown
to be affected by the formation of G4DNA in its promoter.
The HELB gene encodes the DNA repair protein DNA

helicase B (HELB). HELB has been proposed to be involved
in loading the preinitiation complex through its interaction
with DNA polymerase α primase, CDC45, and TOPBP1 in the
late G1 phase.28,29 Additionally, HELB localized to chromatin
in response to treatment with DNA-damaging agents such as
camptothecin and etoposide.30 HELB negatively regulates
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DNA double-strand break repair by homologous recombina-
tion in the G1 phase by inhibiting end resection.31 The HELB
promoter contains a C-rich sequence on the coding strand in
the 100 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site
(Figure 1C). The template strand (Figure 1C,D) has the
potential to form three canonical three-tetrad G4DNA
structures (red, blue, and green), while the coding strand
(orange) could potentially form i-motifs (iM). Here we
investigate the ability of these sequences to form secondary
DNA structures and their effect on expression of HELB.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Oligonucleotides, Proteins, Cells, and Antibodies.

Oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Tech-
nologies with desalting except for those used for DMS
footprinting, which were ordered high-performance liquid
chromatography-purified. Templates for polymerase extension
assays were purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE) as described previously.32 Oligonu-
cleotide sequences are listed in Table S1. DNA Pol I from
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtbPol I) was a kind gift from A.
Ketkar and R. Eoff.33,34 HEK 293T cells were cultured in
DMEM with 10% EquaFetal and penicillin/streptomycin.

HELB was detected using a rabbit polyclonal antibody from
Abcam (ab202141) and a HRP-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG
from PerkinElmer (NEF812001). c-MYC was detected using a
rabbit monoclonal antibody from Cell Signaling (D84C12)
and a HRP-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG from PerkinElmer
(NEF812001). The mouse β-actin antibody was purchased
from Cell Signaling (8H10D10), and the HRP-labeled goat
anti-mouse IgG from PerkinElmer (NEF822001).

Circular Dichroism (CD). Oligonucleotides (Table S1)
were resuspended at 5 μM in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and
140 mM KCl or LiCl. To test G4DNA formation, samples
were heated to 95 °C for 10 min and slowly cooled to room
temperature. To test i-motif (iM) formation, oligonucleotides
containing the potential iM (Table S1) were resuspended at 5
μM in phosphate buffers at pH 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5. Circular
dichroism was measured using a Jasco J-1100 CD spectrometer
at 25 °C. The spectrum of buffer lacking DNA was subtracted,
and data were smoothed using the Savitzky−Golay method
and converted to molar ellipticity.

Tm Measurement. Oligonucleotides were prepared as
described for circular dichroism, and the Tm was determined
by measuring the change in the molar ellipticity at 265 nm for
G4DNA and at 290 nm for iM as the temperature increased
from 4 to 95 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min in a Jasco J-1100 CD
spectrometer. Data were normalized and fit to the inhibitor
versus response variable slope (four parameters) using
GraphPad Prism 8.2.

DMS Footprinting. Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) was diluted
to 20% in ethanol immediately before use. 5′-FAM-HELB-G4-
123-Bio-3′ (Table S1) at 100 nM in 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.5) and 140 mM KCl or LiCl with 3.3 ng/μL salmon sperm
DNA was incubated for 5 s with 0.4% DMS before the reaction
was quenched with 1 M BME and 13.2 mM EDTA (final
concentrations). The DNA was captured by adding streptavi-
din M-280 Dynabeads to a final concentration of 0.4 ng/μL.
The captured DNA was cleaved by resuspension in 1 M
piperidine and 0.1 mM biotin and heating at 95 °C for 30 min.
The samples were dried and resuspended in 95% formamide,
20 mM EDTA, and bromophenol blue before being heated at
95 °C for 10 min. Samples were separated on a 10%
polyacrylamide−7 M urea gel. Samples were visualized using
a Typhoon Trio Imager (GE Healthcare) using a 488 nm laser
and a 520 nm bandpass 40 emission filter. Quantification is the
intensity of a line half the width of the lane determined using
FIJI.

Polymerase Stop. The HELB-G4 template (Table S1)
was annealed by mixing with fluorescein-labeled 25-mer primer
(5 μM each) in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 100 mM KCl
or LiCl, heating for 10 min at 95 °C, and slowly cooling to
room temperature. The substrate (200 nM) was mixed with 10
nM Pol I from M. tuberculosis (MtbPol I) in the presence of 50
mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl or LiCl, 1% glycerol, 5
mM DTT, and 0.1 mg/mL BSA. The reaction was initiated by
adding 250 μM dNTPs and 5 mM MgCl2. The reactions were
quenched at various times with 95% formamide, 20 mM
EDTA, and bromophenol blue before the mixtures were
heated at 95 °C for 5 min. Samples were resolved by loading
150 fmol of DNA on a 10% polyacrylamide−7 M urea gel. The
gel was visualized with a Typhoon Trio Imager (GE
Healthcare) using a 488 nm laser and a 520 nm bandpass 40
emission filter. The intensity of product bands was quantified
using ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare).

Figure 1. HELB promoter that contains putative G4DNA-forming
sequences. (A) Four guanine residues can form a G-tetrad through
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding between N7 and O6 of one guanine
and N1 and N2 of another guanine. The N7 atom that is protected in
G4DNA but accessible in ssDNA and dsDNA is shown in bold. (B)
Multiple G-tetrads can stack to form a G-quadruplex stabilized by
monovalent cations in the central channel. (C) The HELB promoter
contains a C-rich sequence (orange) just upstream of the TSS (arrow
at +1). The reverse complement of the C-rich region contains three
potential G4DNA-forming sequences (red, blue, and green). (D) The
sequence closest to the TSS is HELB-G4-1, the middle HELB-G4-2,
and the furthest upstream of the TSS HELB-G4-3.
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Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR). HEK 293T cells treated with 100
μM TMPyP4 for 48 h before being harvested were compared
to untreated HEK 293T cells. RNA was isolated using a
RNeasy kit (Qiagen). RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop
2000C instrument (Thermo Scientific). DNase digestion was
performed on 1 μg of isolated RNA with 1 unit of RQ1 RNase-
free DNase (Promega) in 1× RQ1 RNase-free DNase reaction
buffer at 37 °C for 30 min. cDNA was synthesized with an
iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad) following the manu-
facturer’s recommended protocol in a 20 μL reaction mixture
with synthesis for 5 min at 25 °C, 20 min at 46 °C, and 1 min
at 95 °C. cDNA was amplified using Sso Advanced Universal
SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) with 300 nM forward and
reverse primers (Table S2) in a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real Time
PCR Machine. Each reaction mixture (20 μL) contained 2 μL
of template. The PCR cycle was one cycle of 98 °C for 3 min
and 40 cycles of 98 °C for 15 s and 53 °C for 30 s, followed by
a melt curve from 65 to 90 °C to determine specificity.
Information about the amplicons is available in Table S3.
Experiments were performed in biological and technical
triplicates. The fold change in expression was calculated
using the ΔCt method35 with ΔCt = Cttarget − Ctref. The 2−ΔCt

values were averaged and normalized to β-actin, and
significance was determined using GraphPad Prism 8.2 to
perform a two-tailed t test.
Western Blot. HEK 293T cells were treated with TMPyP4

or PDS for 48 h before being harvested. The cells were lysed in
40 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 10 mM NaCl, and 1% Triton X-100
in the presence of protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma, catalog
no. P2714), 1 mM DTT, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, and 20
mM β-glycerophosphate; 40 μg of whole cell lysate was loaded
on 4−15% Mini-PROTEAN TGX stain-free gels to separate
the proteins. The proteins were transferred to a 0.45 μm
nitrocellulose membrane and probed with primary antibodies
against HELB (1:10000), c-MYC (1:2000), and β-actin
(1:2000), followed by HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies
(1:5000). The signal was developed with ECL Prime Western
Blotting Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare Amersham) and
imaged using Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP.
Luciferase Assay. HEK 293T cells were transfected with

Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) in a 96-well plate. A total of 8
× 103 cells/well were plated in a white flat bottom plate
(PerkinElmer) and transfected with 100 ng per well of firefly
luciferase reporter plasmid containing a portion of the HELB
promoter and 50 ng per well of pRL-TK Renilla luciferase
control plasmid for 24 h. Firefly luciferase plasmids were
pGL4-HELB+G4 Extended containing residues −657 to +209
of the HELB promoter (pGL4-HDHB in ref 36), pGL4-HELB
+G4 containing residues −152 to +209 of the HELB promoter
(pGL4-HDHBδ2 in ref 36), or pGL4-HDHB-G4 containing
residues +61 to +209 of the HELB promoter (pGL4-HDHBδ4
in ref 36). pGL4-HELB+G4 and pGL4-HELB+G4 Extended
both contain the G4DNA-forming region in the HELB
promoter. pGL4-HELB-G4 lacks the G4DNA-forming region.
Firefly luciferase plasmids were a kind gift from F. Uchiumi.36

After transfection, cells were treated with 100 μM TMPyP4 for
24 h. Firefly luminescence and Renilla luminescence were
measured with the Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay (Promega)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol using a PerkinElmer
Victor Nivo instrument. The ratio of the luminescence from
the firefly plasmid relative to the Renilla plasmid was

calculated. The relative luminescence of the treated samples
was normalized to the relative luminescence of the untreated
samples.

■ RESULTS
Three G4DNA Structures Can Form in the HELB

Promoter. The region immediately upstream of the TSS in
the HELB gene is highly GC-rich with a C-rich coding strand
and a G-rich template strand that have the potential to form
iM and G4DNA structures, respectively (Figure 1). Twelve
runs of C/G are present in this region, potentially allowing
formation of three iM and/or G4DNA structures. To test the
ability of these structures to form, CD of oligonucleotides
containing the first four runs of Cs/Gs [HELB-iM-1/HELB-
G4-1 (red in Figure 1)], the middle four runs of Cs/Gs
[HELB-iM-2/HELB-G4-2 (blue in Figure 1)], and the furthest
upstream four runs of Cs/Gs [HELB-iM-3/HELB-G4-3 (green
in Figure 1)] was measured. All three G4DNA sequences
formed parallel G4DNA structures at physiological pH and K+

concentration (Figure 2A) as indicated by the ellipticity

maxima at 265 nm and minima at 240 nm. HELB-G4-2 may
form a small amount of antiparallel or hybrid quadruplex based
on the small peak present around 290 nm. However, this
sequence predominately folds into a parallel quadruplex. Each
of the G4DNA structures has a melting temperature above 75
°C (Figure 2B). The CD spectra in Li+ indicate a reduced level
of G4 formation relative to that in K+ (Figure S1A−C). All
three iM sequences formed iM structures at pH 5.5, but not at
higher pH values (Figure S2A−C). The melting temperatures
of the three iM structures were 30−40 °C at pH 5.5 (Figure
S1D).
The sequences do not exist in isolation in the HELB

promoter, so the ability of an oligonucleotide containing all 12

Figure 2. All three of the G4DNA sequences form parallel G-
quadruplexes. (A) Circular dichroism spectroscopy of each of the
G4DNA sequences individually indicates that they each form a
parallel G4DNA structure. (B) Melting temperature measurement by
CD indicates that the Tm values of HELB-G4-1, HELB-G4-2, and
HELB-G4-3 are at least 75 °C. The Tm values are not defined because
the G4 structures were not completely melted by the end of the
measurement at 95 °C. (C) The CD spectrum of the entire G-rich
sequence containing all three G4DNA sequences indicates formation
of a parallel quadruplex. (D) The melting temperature of the entire G-
rich sequence determined by CD is at least 75 °C.
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runs of Cs/Gs (HELB-iM-123/HELBG4-123) to form
structures was measured. The full G-rich sequence formed a
parallel quadruplex with a molar ellipticity that was higher than
those of the three individual G4DNA structures (Figure 2C)
that was greatly reduced in Li+ (Figure S1D). The melting
temperature in K+ is >75 °C (Figure 2D). The full C-rich
sequence formed an iM structure at pH 5.5 with a molar
ellipticity that was higher than those of the three individual iM
structures (Figure S2E) with a melting temperature of 42 °C
(Figure S2F). Because the G4DNA structures are highly stable
at physiological pH, salt concentration, and temperature and
the iM structures are not stable under these conditions, we
chose to continue our studies with only the G4DNA
structures, as they are likely to be more physiologically
relevant.
Guanines in Eight of the Twelve G-Runs Are Involved

in G4 Formation. DMS is an alkylating agent that
preferentially alkylates the N7 position of guanine. N7 of
guanine is accessible in both ssDNA and duplex DNA but is
inaccessible in G4DNA due to hydrogen bonding with the
exocyclic N2 atom of an adjacent guanine (Figure 1A). Thus,
DMS footprinting can be used to determine which guanine
residues are involved in G4DNA formation. DMS footprinting
of the full G-rich sequence from the HELB promoter results in
less reactive DNA in K+ than in Li+, indicating that G4DNA
structures are indeed forming (Figure 3). Three of the four G-
runs labeled as G4-3 in Figure 1 are protected, as are three of
the four G-runs from G4-1. Two of the G-runs from G4-2 are
protected for a total of eight protected G-runs. This indicates
that although three G4DNA structures can form in the HELB
promoter, two G4DNA structures are more likely to form in
vitro. It should be noted that a small degree of protection of all
G-runs except number 10 in G4-3 was observed, indicating
that there is likely some variability in the G-runs involved in
G4DNA formation. The G-runs that are most protected are
those that are most often involved in G4DNA formation.
Surprisingly, the G4DNA structures formed are not those with
the shortest possible loops.
The protection pattern observed in DMS footprinting was

confirmed with targeted mutagenesis. All of the guanines in the
G-runs were replaced with adenines (Figure 4A and Table S1)
because adenine is also a purine but is unable to form
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds with itself, and therefore unable to
support G4DNA formation.37 As expected, these mutated
G4DNA sequences do not fold into G4DNA structures
(Figure 4B, green). An oligonucleotide with mutations in G-
runs that were protected in K+ from reaction with DMS was
also not able to form a G4DNA structure (Figure 4B, orange).
On the other hand, an oligonucleotide with mutations in the
G-runs that were reactive with DMS in K+ was able to form a
G4DNA structure (Figure 4B, blue). The secondary structure
that formed in the oligonucleotide with the protected guanines
mutated was very unstable (Figure 4C, orange), whereas the
parallel G4DNA structure formed with the reactive guanines
mutated melted at a temperature similar to that of the
unmodified sequence (blue vs black in Figure 4C). The
melting transition was more extended for the unmodified
sequence, indicating that there are likely multiple different
structures that form in the full-length G-rich sequence.
However, on the basis of the DMS footprinting results and
the melting curves, we can conclude that the predominant
G4DNA structure formed in vitro in the HELB promoter
contains two parallel quadruplexes formed from G-runs 1, 2, 4,

7−9, 11, and 12 from the 5′-end corresponding to three G-
runs from G4DNA-1, two G-runs from G4DNA-2, and three
G-runs from G4DNA-3.
G4DNA structures can be an obstacle to DNA synthesis,

which can result in DNA breakage in vivo.2,11,12 This blockage
of synthesis also serves as a useful tool for studying G4DNA in
vitro.38,39 The guanines at the 3′-end of the sequence are the
most difficult to resolve in the DMS footprinting due to their
location at the top of the gel where the separation between
each cleaved oligonucleotide is the smallest. Therefore, to
obtain more information about the involvement of guanine

Figure 3. DMS footprinting of the biotinylated G-rich sequence in
buffer containing Li+ or K+ indicates guanine residues are protected in
K+. The oligonucleotide sequence is given in the middle, and each of
the G-runs is shaded in the middle to indicate whether they come
from G4-1 (red), G4-2 (blue), or G4-3 (green). We were unable to
separate all 86 nucleotides on a single gel so samples were loaded onto
two separate 10% polyacrylamide−7 M urea gels. One was run for 12
h to resolve the larger products, and one was run for 10 h to resolve
the smaller species. The intensities of each lane were determined by
FIJI and averaged and are plotted on the right. G-Runs that are
protected in K+ are marked with orange bars. Those that are not
protected are marked with light blue bars. G-Runs are numbered from
5′ to 3′.
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residues at the 3′-end of the HELB G4DNA-forming sequence,
a polymerase stop assay was performed. This experiment relies
on the ability of a G4DNA structure to block synthesis by a
polymerase and is used to determine the presence of and, to
some degree, the stability of a G4DNA structure.23,39 An
oligonucleotide containing a 3′-tail on the G-rich region from
the HELB promoter was annealed to an oligonucleotide
complementary to a portion of the 3′-tail to produce a
substrate with a six-nucleotide gap between the primer−
template junction and the first guanine of HELB-G4-123
(Figure 5A). The polymerase was able to synthesize into the
G-rich sequence in Li+ to a much greater extent than in K+

(Figure 5B). In K+, 80% of DNA synthesis was stalled before
the quadruplex at nucleotides 5 and 6 (Figure 5C). The base at
position 7 is the first guanine of the G4DNA-forming region.
This indicates that the majority of the substrate was involved in
formation of a stable G4DNA structure and that the 3′-guanine
is involved in G4DNA formation in the context of the entire
G-rich sequence. On the basis of the combination of DMS
footprinting (Figure 3) and the polymerase stop assay (Figure
5A−C), we can define the guanine residues in the HELB
promoter most involved in the formation of G4DNA structures
in vitro (Figure 5D).
G4DNA Binding Compounds Decrease the Level of

Expression of HELB. Because G4DNA structures in
promoters have been shown to regulate gene expression, the
expression of HELB in the presence of the G4DNA-stabilizing
agent TMPyP4 was measured. The quantity of HELB mRNA
was decreased in the presence of TMPyP4, although not to the
degree that the level of expression of c-MYC was decreased
(Figure 6A). Because 85−90% of the transcription of the c-
MYC gene is controlled by the G4DNA sequence at NHE
IIII,

23 this is not surprising. The level of transcription of HELB
was decreased ∼35% upon treatment with TMPyP4. To
determine whether G4DNA stabilization affected the quantity

of HELB protein present, Western blotting was used to
determine the level of HELB protein in the presence and
absence of TMPyP4 (Figure 6B) and pyridostatin (PDS)
(Figure 6C). In both cases, the quantity of HELB protein was
reduced ∼50% in the presence of the G4DNA-stabilizing
agents (Figure 6D). Expression of β-actin that does not
contain a G4DNA sequence in its promoter was unchanged
upon treatment with either G4DNA-stabilizing agent. These
results suggest that the G4DNA sequences in the HELB
promoter may serve a regulatory role.
To confirm that the decrease in the level of expression was

due to G4DNA stabilization, we measured expression of a
luciferase reporter gene containing portions of the HELB
promoter either containing (pGL4-HELB+G4 and pGL4-
HELB+G4 Extended) or lacking (pGL4-HELB-G4) the
G4DNA-forming region in the presence of TMPyP4 (Figure
6E). Luciferase activity with the pGL4-HELB+G4 and pGL4-
HELB+G4 Extended constructs containing the G4DNA-
forming region from the HELB promoter was sensitive to
TMPyP4, while activity with the pGL4-HELB-G4 construct
lacking the G4DNA-forming region was not sensitive to
TMPyP4. This indicates that the changes in HELB expression
observed upon addition of G4DNA-stabilizing compounds are
indeed due to formation of G4DNA structures.

■ DISCUSSION
G4DNA structures in promoters can regulate gene expression.
In fact, the prevalence of G4DNA structures that modulate
expression in the promoters of proto-oncogenes has generated
interest in therapies targeting these G4DNA structures.20−22

The Burrows lab recently published a bioinformatics analysis

Figure 4. Mutation of reactive guanine bases does not affect G4DNA
formation. (A) This diagram shows the individual G-runs as boxes
colored to match the three individual G4 sequences as in Figure 1.
Boxes with an x have guanines mutated to adenine (sequences in
Table S1). (B) Mutation of all G-runs in the HELB promoter G-rich
sequence or mutation of all protected guanines eliminates G4DNA
formation (green or orange, respectively). An oligonucleotide with
guanine residues that were reactive in K+ mutated folds into a parallel
G4DNA structure (blue) similar to the wild type sequence (black).
(C) Melting temperature measurement by CD of oligonucleotides
with no mutations (black), reactive guanines mutated (blue), and
protected guanines mutated (orange) indicates Tm values were >75,
73, and 39 °C, respectively. The Tm for the unmodified sequence was
not defined due to the lack of complete melting at 95 °C.

Figure 5. Polymerase stop assay that indicates polymerase stalling at
HELB G4DNA. (A) Illustration of the substrate containing a primer
hybridized to a template containing the G-rich region from the HELB
promoter. The first guanine is seven nucleotides from the double-
strand−single-strand junction (cyan). Reactions were performed in
KCl or LiCl. (B) Products are separated by denaturing PAGE, and
quantitation of the percent of product before the G-rich region
(nucleotides 1−6) relative to total product (C) indicates stalling at
the first G4DNA guanine in K+. (D) Guanines in the HELB proximal
promoter involved in G4DNA formation based on DMS footprinting
and polymerase stop assays are underlined. Nucleotide 7 at which the
stalling occurs in the polymerase assay in KCl is colored cyan.
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showing that DNA repair proteins are also enriched in G4DNA
sequences in their promoters and 5′-UTRs.18 Interestingly,
expression of many DNA repair genes has been shown to be
modulated by oxidative stress.40,41 Formation of 8-oxo-7,8-
dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) in the G4DNA in the VEGF,26

NTHL1,26 PCNA,42 and SIRT143 promoters results in an
increased level of gene expression. During repair of 8-oxoG, an
abasic site is produced by OGG1 that results in an increase in
the level of G4DNA formation due to destabilization of the
duplex.44 This suggests a mechanism for regulation of
expression of some genes involved in DNA repair through
formation of G4DNA in response to oxidative stress.
HELB is a helicase involved in DNA repair.30,31 Here we

have shown that three individual G4DNA structures can form
in the promoter of the HELB gene (Figure 2). However, the
most prevalent structure formed in vitro contains two G4DNA
structures with longer loops (Figures 3 and 4). These G4DNA
structures can stall DNA synthesis (Figure 5) and regulate
expression of the HELB gene (Figures 6), suggesting that
G4DNA structures also form in vivo. However, the preferred
structure in vivo may vary from that determined here due to
the presence of other components that affect G4DNA stability
in the cell. Molecular crowding, DNA supercoiling, base
modifications, the presence of a complementary strand, and

the binding of histones and non-histone proteins can all affect
G4DNA formation and stability.45−47 If only a portion of the
G-rich sequence is in a single-stranded form free from bound
proteins, this would affect the G4 structure that formed in vivo.
The Maizels lab identified the HELB promoter as a binding
site of the XPB subunit of the TFIIH complex.48 XPB is a
helicase that binds G4DNA, and 40% of XPB binding sites are
G4DNA sequences. The binding of XPB has been proposed to
regulate transcription at G4DNA motifs,48 which is consistent
with our results that G4DNA in the HELB promoter regulates
expression of HELB.
Interestingly, promoter G4DNA sequences can be transcrip-

tionally activating or repressing. G4DNA structures on the
template strand have been proposed to stall progression of the
RNA polymerase, while G4DNA on the coding strand has
been proposed to activate transcription by keeping the
transcribed strand single-stranded.14 This is consistent with
results obtained by measuring expression of a reporter gene
with a G4DNA sequence on the template or coding strand of
the promoter.18,49,50 The G4DNA structures on the template
strand of the HELB promoter are also transcriptionally
repressive (Figure 6). However, it is not always that simple
because G4DNA structures themselves can bind proteins that
activate or repress transcription and G4DNA can alter the
ability of transcription factors to bind.14 G4DNA on the
nontemplate strand downstream of the transcription start site
can also repress transcription by preventing reannealing of
duplex DNA behind the polymerase and therefore increase the
extent of formation of RNA:DNA hybrids51 that have been
shown to inhibit further rounds of transcription.52

In some promoters such as BCL-2, KRAS, and hTERT,
multiple G4DNA sequences are clustered just upstream of the
TSS53−56 as they are in the HELB promoter. One well-
characterized example is the KIT promoter that has three
G4DNA sequences (K1, SP, and K2) within 200 nucleotides
upstream of the TSS,37 and the folding of one affects the
folding of the other structures. The K1 and K2 sequences form
parallel G4DNA structures, and the SP sequence forms an
antiparallel G4DNA structure in isolation; however, in the
context of the full sequence, SP also forms a parallel G4DNA
structure. SP folds only in combination with K2, suggesting
that study of the entire G4DNA-forming sequence is
important. Like KIT, the G4DNA structures in the HELB
promoter are influenced by the neighboring sequences.
However, in the case of HELB, instead of one G4DNA
structure affecting the propensity of another to form, the
G4DNA structures are formed from G-runs spread out across
the G-rich sequence.
It is somewhat surprising that the most prevalent G4DNA

structures in the HELB promoter based on DMS footprinting
(Figure 3) and polymerase stop (Figure 5) are not those with
the shortest possible loop length. The structures formed in the
HELB promoter are quite stable under physiological salt
conditions (Figure 2). However, a shorter loop length tends to
correlate with more stable G4DNA structures. Sequencing
studies from the Balasubramanian lab have shown that our
knowledge is lacking with regard to which G4DNA structures
are likely to form; computational methods missed >50% of the
G4DNAs that were detected by sequencing.10 Many of these
G4DNAs that were not predicted contained long loops and
bulges. In addition, the Mergny lab found that as long as two
loops were short, the third loop could be very long without
affecting the overall stability of the G4DNA.57 Therefore,

Figure 6. HELB expression is inhibited in the presence of G4DNA
stabilizers. (A) RT-qPCR of HELB and c-MYC gene expression in the
presence and absence of TMPyP4 (48 h at 100 μM) plotted relative
to β-actin. Western blot for HELB and c-MYC expression in the
presence and absence of (B) 100 μM TMPyP4 or (C) 50 μM PDS is
quantified relative to β-actin in panel D. (E) Plasmids encoding firefly
luciferase contain a portion of the HELB promoter. pGL4-HELB+G4
contains the entire G4DNA-forming region, and pGL4-HELB-G4
lacks the G4DNA-forming region. pGL4-HELB+G4 Extended
contains the G4DNA-forming region and 500 bp upstream.
Expression of firefly luciferase relative to a Renilla luciferase control
plasmid is normalized to expression in the absence of TMPyP4. Data
are the average and standard deviation of biological triplicate
experiments. On the basis of a two-tailed t test, *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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maybe it should be expected that G4DNA structures will fold
using noncontiguous runs of guanines. Both the thermody-
namic stability and the kinetics of G4 folding and unfolding
affect the overall stability of G4DNA structures.58 A shorter
loop length tends to correlate with faster folding kinetics,59 but
other factors such as salt and intermediates in the folding
pathway also affect folding and unfolding kinetics.3,60,61 Thus,
the formation of G4DNA structures with long loops containing
G-runs may be due to other factors in addition to
thermodynamic stability such as the kinetics of folding and
unfolding.
In addition to regulation at the transcriptional level as shown

here, HELB is also regulated post-translationally. HELB is
phosphorylated at the G1-S transition by CDK2/cyclin E,
resulting in activation of a nuclear export sequence and
relocalization of the majority of the protein to the cytosol.30

HELB is also phosphorylated by ATM and ATR in response to
ionizing radiation.62 However, other sites of phosphorylation
and ubiquitination have been detected on HELB by mass
spectrometry,63−65 indicating that other unknown mechanisms
are also involved in regulating HELB activity. A combination of
regulatory mechanisms, some of which are slower and function
over a longer time frame, such as the transcriptional regulation
shown here have the opportunity to regulate HELB by
changing the protein level at different developmental stages, in
different cell types, or during tumorigenesis. Other regulatory
mechanisms like phosphorylation have the potential to rapidly
modulate HELB activity with cell cycle or DNA damage. The
lack of HELB can allow BRCA1 deficient cells to gain
resistance to PARP inhibitors.31 Thus, modulation of HELB
transcription and the concomitant changes in protein level
could have important cellular implications.
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